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Q1. In these questions, four alternatives are given for the idiom/ phrase given in 

bold. Choose the alternative which best expresses the meaning of the 

idiom/phrase given in bold. 

 Fit like a glove 

 (1) to fit snugly               (2) something tight and sticky 

 (3) soft and easy to ware (4) difficult to hold    ANS-2 

Q2. In these questions, four alternatives are given for the idiom/ phrase given in 

bold. Choose the alternative which best expresses the meaning of the 

idiom/phrase given in bold. 

 Pull a long face 

 (1) to make fun (2) to look sad 

 (3) to irritate someone (4) to pull someone's face   ANS-2 

Q3. In these questions, four alternatives are given for the idiom/ phrase given in 

bold. Choose the alternative which best expresses the meaning of the 

idiom/phrase given in bold. 

 cat nap 

 (1) take a long sleep (2) sleep like a cat 

 (3) make a snoring sound while sleeping 

 (4) to sleep briefly   ANS-4 

Q4. In these questions, four alternatives are given for the idiom/ phrase given in 

bold. Choose the alternative which best expresses the meaning of the 

idiom/phrase given in bold. 

        To flog a dead horse 

     (1) To act in a foolish way (2) To waste one's efforts 

     (3) To revive interest in an old effort   (4) None of these  ANS-2 

Q5.  In the following questions, out of the four alternatives choose the one which can 

be substituted for the given words sentence. 

 Money given to agent on sales 

        (1) help      (2) commission      (3) assignment        (4) endeavor       ANS-3 

Q6.  In the following questions, out of the four alternatives choose the one 

which can  be substituted for the given words sentence. 

 Person believing in one marriage 

      (1) polygamist     (2) misogynist    (3) monogamist     4) philanthropist    ANS-3 

Q7.  In the following questions, out of the four alternatives choose the one 

which can be substituted for the given words sentence. 

A system of government in which only one political party is allowed to 

function 

      (1) Oligarchy       (2) Dictatorship     (3) Totalitarianism    (4) Theocracy    ANS-4 

Q8. In this question, a sentence or a part of sentence is printed in bold. Below 

are given alternatives to the bold part which may improve the sentence. 

Choose the correct alternative. In case no improvement is needed, you’re 

an answer is (4). 

She cut a sad figure in her  first performance on the stage. 

         (1) made a sorry figure        (2) Cut a sorry face     (3) cut a sorry figure 

          (4) No improvement                                                    ANS-2 

Q9. In each of these questions, choose the word which expresses the meaning 

of the word given in CAPITALS. 

                 MORIBUND 

               (1) stagnant      (2) gloomy     (3) dying         (4) superfluous             ANS-3 

Q10. In each of these questions, choose the word which expresses the meaning 

of the word given in CAPITALS. 

                     SOOTHE 

                 (1) agitate (2) perturb (3) fluster (4) mollify   ANS-4 

Q11. In each of these questions, out of the four alternatives, choose the word 

opposite in meaning to the word given in CAPITALS 

 EPITOME 

        (1) quintessence (2) paragon (3) enlargement 

        (4) incarnation      ANS-3 

Q12. In each of these questions, out of the four alternatives, choose the word 

opposite in meaning to the word given in CAPITALS 

 GUMPTION 

       (1) ingenuity (2) stupidity (3) sagacity (4) acumen  ANS-2 

Q13. In each of these questions, a sentence Is given with a blank to be filled in 

with an appropriate word. Four alternatives are suggested for each 

question. Choose the correct alter native out of the four alternatives. 

The waiter hasn't brought the coffee ___________ I've been here for an 

hour. 

(1) still  (2) yet (3) up (4) till     ANS-2 

Q14. In each of these questions, a sentence Is given with a blank to be filled in 

with an appropriate word. Four alternatives are suggested for each 

question. Choose the correct alter native out of the four alternatives. 

I always fall _________ old friends in times of need. 

(1) over (2) through (3) back on (4) off       ANS-3 

Q15. In each of these questions, a sentence Is given with a blank to be filled in 

with an appropriate word. Four alternatives are suggested for each 

question. Choose the correct alter native out of the four alternatives. 

A person came in with a baby who, she said  _______ a safety pin. 

(1) swallowed (2) just swallowed 

(3) had just swallowed (4) was just swallowing     ANS-3 

Q16. In each of these questions, a sentence Is given with a blank to be filled in 

with an appropriate word. Four alternatives are suggested for each 

question. Choose the correct alter native out of the four alternatives. 

The farmers suffered because the monsoon did not arrive __________ 

time. 

(1) at  (2) by (3) on (4) after 

ANS-3 

Q17. Read each sentence to find out whether there is any grammatical error 

in it. The error, if any, will be in one part of the sentence. Choose the 

part with the error as your answer. If there is no error, choose "No error 

as Your answer. (ignore the errors of punctuation, if any.) 

He is (1)/ capable to do this work (2)/ within the stipulated  period. (3)/ 

No error (4)  

(1) 1 (2) 2 (3) 3 (4) 4 

Q18. Read each sentence to find out whether there is any grammatical error 

in it. The error, if any, will be in one part of the sentence. Choose the 

part with the error as your answer. If there is no error, choose "No error 

as Your answer. (ignore the errors of punctuation, if any.) 

I used (1)/ a pair of trouser (2)/for a week. (3)/ No error (4) 

(1) 1 (2) 2 (3) 3 (4) 4   ANS-1 

Q19. Read each sentence to find out whether there is any grammatical error 

in it. The error, if any, will be in one part of the sentence. Choose the 

part with the error as your answer. If there is no error, choose "No error 

as Your answer. (ignore the errors of punctuation, if any.) 

He has made a (1)/ mistake of (2)/ which I am certain. (3)/No error (4)  

(1) 1 (2) 2 (3) 3 (4) 4  ANS-4 

Q20. Read each sentence to find out whether there is any grammatical error 

in it. The error, if any, will be in one part of the sentence. Choose the 

part with the error as your answer. If there is no error, choose "No error 

as Your answer. (ignore the errors of punctuation, if any.) 

Good heavens! (1)/ How was she (2)/ grown!/ (3)/ No error 

(1) 1 (2) 2 (3) 3 (4) 4    ANS-2 

Q21. Read each sentence to find out whether there is any grammatical error 

in it. The error, if any, will be in one part of the sentence. Choose the 

part with the error as your answer. If there is no error, choose "No error 

as Your answer. (ignore the errors of punctuation, if any.) 

The weather (1)/ of the new place (2)/ did not suit Ravi.(3)/ No error (4)  

(1) 1 (2) 2 (3) 3 (4) 4  ANS-1 


